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Idea Generation
Key Points from Brief:

- Intuitive/easy to use app
- Make products appealing to users
- Can be used across users’ devices

Deliverables:

- User Flows
- Wireframes
- User Testing w/notes and results
- UI Design
- Desktop Design
- Mockups

Concept: Myrtle, an interior design online store specialising in home decor

Conclusions:

- Project has tight deadlines: for first iteration will create one user flow with prototype

- Focus: Advanced Filtering Options (including resales and handmade—  emphasis on 
sustainability)

- Responsive Web App so the app meets user requirements to provide ‘shopping experience 
anywhere, anytime’

Why a Home Decor online store?

- Online only clothing stores like ASOS and clothing reselling stores like Depop very 
popular and increasing in use, similarly interior decor shopping is increasingly done online

- Home decor shopping has increased during pandemic, as potential users spend more time 
in their homes
(source: A. Armstrong, 2020
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/retailing-bounces-back-with-42-rise-in-homeware-sales-
z2td278l7 )

- Sustainability is increasingly important
“Alongside consumer awareness, there is a growing rejection of mass-produced goods as 
people seek something more unique and sustainable… secondhand and sustainably made 
homewares have evolved, carving out their own corner on social media and retailers like 
Etsy.”
(source: S. O'Sullivan, 2022 https://www.refinery29.com/en-gb/fast-homeware-sustainability-
problem )



At the beginning of this project I reached out to creators on the Etsy platform 
asking if they would be OK with being included. Almost all of the products in 
this case study are real shop items from talented creators and collectors. I 
encourage you to visit their shops on the links below and in the description, 
and patronise their crafts. Their images, descriptions and brands are theirs, 
and may not be reproduced without explicit individual concent. They are 
identifiable by their brand/shop name in the image.

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/LiliLamps

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/PeonybyMarianna

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/SinglePaisleStudio

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/dtate

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/RoyaleEnamelLtd

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/LEMDEENAHOME

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/wooddecorist

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/YaffleArt

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/BerberStuffArtisanat

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/DarlingAndSmith

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/HannahSimpsonStudio

Peony by Marianna
London, UK

Single Paisle Studio
USA

LEMDEENAHOME,
California, USA

Royal Starburst Clocks UK
Holbeach, UK

House of Tate
London, UK

Lili Lamps
Denmark

Woo Studio
Turkey

Yaffle Art
Birmingham, England

BerberStuff
Morocco

Zagreb, Croatia
DarlingAndSmith

Hannah Simpson Studio
United Kingdom

Hi, my name is Lucy and I’m currently studying User Interface Design with 
CareerFoundry, an online training company.

My current project is an online shop web app for home decor which would be 
designed as a fair co-operative owned way to connect a creator with customers. 
This is a project for my portfolio, and is not being made into a real website, app 
or product. I will be using it to show the skills I’ve learnt in this part of the course.

For my examples, I was hoping to use great design and craft, but as an illustrator 
myself I know how frustrating it can be to have an image used anywhere online 
without permission and attribution.

I’m writing to ask if I can I use images and descriptions from your shop in my 
student project if I attribute your work, link to your Etsy shop or webpage, and 
keep you abreast of anywhere I am posting online? I am very happy to write a 
short contract for using the photo for non-commercial uses if that would be 
appropriate for you.

Obviously the intellectual properties will belong to you, and the images will only 
be used within this online project, and if you change your mind I will remove the 
image and description.

I’m sorry this seems so formal, but I wanted to ensure that you as a creator on the 
web, was informed and asked by the designer to use your work. If you’re happy 
to, let me know!

Thank you.

I’ve been excited to make an online shop— not only is it the kind of web app I use a lot, but as an 
illustrator I have found myself working with online shops as a seller. I knew that I wanted to make 
an app that would be concerned with connecting makers and customers. I found myself coming 
back to the idea of making a shop for home decor, due to my personal interest, but also the fact 
that it sits right on the fault line between art and product. It’s an area that is well served, but I feel 
that the user is very aware that many brands will charge fees to creators, and that there is a gap in 
the market for a store with transparent, ethical business practices. 

On starting the design, I realised that I wanted to showcase real makers. My thinking was partly 
that it would allow me to see the actual constraints of working with other people’s pieces, their 
descriptions, and information. It was also important to me that I ensure that all the products I detail 
in this case study are being used with the permission of their creators. For an artist/designer on the 
internet it is extremely difficult to balance reaching viewers whilst not having your work used by 
others without permission or payment.

Project Collaborators

Message sent to creators on Etsy:-



Brand Book,
Version 1

Why start with a Brand Book?

-I wanted to explore the creative process of designing an app from the 
generation of a brand’s identity

- This allowed me to prioritise the tone and guidelines of the company in 
the app

- My design is thus  directly informed by the brand’s positioning, its 
principals and its aims

- Key information, eg. colour pallettes, imagery and typography is 
standardized

- A branding guide like this makes sure that everyone involved the project 
is consistent, at this stage and when future app iterations or updates are 
made

Editing the Brand Book - 
Ideation in Response to Prototyping 

- I revisited this document later on in the project when changed the 
design of the logo, and decided to fully edit it. Whilst these guidelines are 
designed to standardize design, they need to be evolving, living 
documents which respond as brands grow and change

- Methodologically, this is the ideation and prototyping phases of 
Design Thinking. The design team, or in this case, I, made the brand book 
(ideation), then the prototype uses this branding, in actual scenarios 
rather than theoretical ones. We can then cycle back and ideate solutions 
to any arising issues with branding discovered in the prototype, or raised 
in testing. Design projects are not linear and by revisiting guidelines after 
putting them to use, the brand book responds to real arising issues or 
scenarios that weren’t originally planned for.
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User Flow Diagram

Home screen

[tap search bar]

Search with 
keyboard

[type ‘ceramic’ in 
search bar]

Filtering full page 
modal

[make selections]

Filtered search 
results

[scroll to specific vase; 
tap product details]

Search results

[tap filter button]

Selected product 
page

[user can then 
precede to buying]

The user needs to filter search results and go to the item page for a specific product



Low to Mid Fidelity Wireframes 

Turning sketched layouts into 
digital layouts— Normally, 
these would be more rough, but 
this time I used my brand 
guidelines early on

Using UI components based on 
my designs and research

Establishing hierarchy through 
size and placement

I have used the 
mobile-first design approach

Already in these mid-fidelity 
wireframes I am using colours, 
typography and example 
imagery (because my project 
began from the position of 
branding first, so I could easily 
make some of the elements 
with that styling)

Selected product pageFiltered search resultsFiltering full page modal

Search resultsSearch with keyboardHome screen



User Testing

Sa’ad
27, Bristol,
Software Engineer 
Sometimes buys home 
decor items online

User 4

I would expect there to be a way to 
login in the final app

I’d be interested to be able to view 
items from a particular country or 
area

I’m really liking the size of picture in 
the search results

Would there be a way to message 
creators? I think a lot of the pieces 
could be made to order, and that 
could be something to make the app 
different from competitors

I would like the home screen less 
cramped

Gemma
31, Bournemouth, 
Teacher 
Often buys home decor 
items online

User 3

It seems like a well curated app, I 
like the products

I’d like a way to compare different 
items

The icon for the search isn’t 
immediately obvious to me, but 
maybe that’s just because I expect a 
search bar on the front page

I would be interested in seeing it 
with color, as it will set the tone for 
the kind of app it is.

The picture on the product page is 
slightly oddly placed to me, maybe it 
needs to be smaller with more space 
around it?

Eric
62, North Dorset 
Retired business owner
Rarely buys home decor 
items online

User 2

The name, Myrtle, doesn’t tell me 
about what this app does

I would like to see the items 
arranged by price and shipping 
price, as I know that would be 
expensive on these type of items

I think filtering by country of origin 
would be good

I like being able to filter by color

There is a lot of space taken up by 
the header of the page, I would 
prefer to see more screen rather 
than a logo

User 1
Teaghan
25, London 
Postgraduate student, 
Sometimes buys home 
decor items online

I like the logo

(start page) I would be interested in 
why these products are the user’s 
‘favourites’

Maybe some info on what makes the 
site special, you know, compared to 
other sites like this, like Etsy

I’d like a way to get back when I’m on 
the product page

It would be interesting to be able to 
navigate around more [on the 
prototype]

I would like you to find the product details of 
an item.

Stage 1— Search for ‘ceramic’
Stage 2— Filter results to only show ‘vases’
Stage 3— Select Hand Built Striped Vase #6
Stage 4— View the product details

I asked 4 users to try my prototype whilst they 
described the experience over Skype. I gave 
them the following instructions:-

https://www.icloud.com/iclouddrive/
00o-rc s2zjoqmJ1huzHWbSSQ#Myrtle

Prototype Link:-

“

”

“

”

“

”

“

”



Brand Book, Version 2

Improvements from
Version 1 to Version 2

- I chose new colour palettes with less intense colours, making the UI 
cleaner and closer to the norm for shopping webapps

- I reworked the logo to make it fit with the new colourways, and to make 
it more intrinsically linked to the figurative visual of a flower

- Consolidated the guidelines of the logo usage

- Ensured that the layout was styled with a grid for consistency

- Generally tightened up the amount of text for clarity

- Used actual creator’s photographs from my collaborators
 















High Fidelity Wireframes

Home



Search

Search Results



Filtering



Selected 
Product Page

Filtered 
Search 
Results



Thank you for viewing my case study!


